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• Filtering is one of the fundamental operations in image processing
GROUNDTRUTH*

Noisy (corrupted with noise)

Result by Filter A

Result by Filter B

Which is best?
* Not always available
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Result by Filter A

Result by Filter B

Our interest as Authors is to show that our proposed filter is better
than others, so, assessment plays a fundamental role in filtering
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Assessment is required for any filtering operation on images:

- Natural images
- (Gaussian noise, salt&pepper noise)
Y = X + noise
(aditive noise)
- Remote Sensing Images (SAR/PolSAR)
Y = X · noise
(multiplicative noise)
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• Assessment has several components (i):
• Visual analysis by an expert: it is a subjective evaluation based on the
particular experience of the expert (the expert is exclusively YOU in
most cases!)
• This analysis shows some results for the setting of filter parameters
and/or a comparison with state-of-the art filters.

(From, A. C. Frery, Li Wu, Luis Gomez , SAR Image Analysis: A Computational Statistics Approach
John Wiley & Sons (to appear in 2021)
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• Assessment has several components (ii):
• Well-known image quality indices: some metrics that provide an
OBJECTIVE evaluation through a numerical value.
• Many metrics are available in image processing:
• PSNR (Peak-Signal to Noise Ratio)
• SSIM (Structural Similarity Index )
• FOM (Pratt’s Figure of Merit)
• Βeta estimator,
• ……

(From, D. Santana-Cedrés, L. Gomez, L. Alvarez and A. C. Frery, "Despeckling PolSAR Images With
a Structure Tensor Filter," in IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 357361, Feb. 2020, doi: 10.1109/LGRS.2019.2919452.)
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• Assessment… making it more robust!
- Do not show results for one single case
- Include worst case

Monte Carlo Analysis!!!

- Allow reproducibility (reproducibility research)
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• Assessment… it seems a trivial task

Visual analysis by an expert

It can be done

Well-known image quality indices

GROUNDTRUTH
is not always available

Referenceless
metrics are required
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We focus on Remote Sensing Images
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Speckle: noun (Oxford dictionary) (usually speckles) a small
spot or patch of colour
Speckle: is multiplicative (μ = 1); (Gaussian noise is additive)
I
II

II = imnoise(I, ‘speckle', 0.20) *
variance

Speckle has been (and it is) largely researched in Signal/Image processing
(specially in SAR/PolSAR and Ultrasound Medical Images)

*

(Better to use a statistical-based speckle model)
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SAR* actual image showing speckle

Ultrasound image (actual) showing speckle

Radar (PolSAR**) actual image showing speckle
* SAR data uses only one polarization of signal to illuminate the área
** PolSAR (Polarimetric SAR) data uses several polarizations of signal to illuminate the area,
collecting and providing much information
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What is a good filtering?

Synthetic image (groundtruth)

Bright targets
(scatterers)

Simulated image
corrupted with speckle

Known homogeneous areas (patches)
shall be truly homogeneous after filtering
“White”
“Black”
Gray level “n”

Filtered Image

Mean preservation
Variance reduction

white
black
gray level “n”
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A simplified review of some widely-known despeckling filters for SAR
Non-adaptive filters (mean, median…)
1980: Adaptive filter for SAR despeckling (Lee filter)

“Up to now, NLM represents one of the most
widespread, accurate, and promising
approaches to SAR imagery despeckling”,
Martino et al, “Scattering-based nonlocal means
SAR despeckling,”IEEE TGRS, 54(6), 2016

1990: Diffusion filter (Perona&Malik)*
2002: Diffusion filter adapted to remove speckle (Yu& Acton)
2005: Non-local means filters (Buades &Coll&Morel)*
Large
computational cost

2007: Non-local Bayesian filters, (Kervrann&Boulanger & Coupé)*
2009: Improved versión of the classic Lee filter (Lee et al.)

Neural
Networks
Total
variation
…
*: For Gaussian noise

2009: PPB (probabilistic patch-based weights filter), (Deledalle et al.)
2014: Fast Adaptive non-local SAR despeckling, (Cozzolino, D. , et al.)
Present &Future

Integrate physical modeling of
radar signal into filter design

CNN based despeckling
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CNN based despeckling
• S. Vitale, G. Ferraioli and V. Pascazio, "Multi-Objective CNN-Based
Algorithm for SAR Despeckling," in IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and
Remote Sensing, doi: 10.1109/TGRS.2020.3034852 (accepted)
• G. Fracastoro, E. Magli, G. Poggi, G. Scarpa, D. Valsesia and L. Verdoliva,
"Deep Learning Methods For Synthetic Aperture Radar Image Despeckling:
An Overview Of Trends And Perspectives," in IEEE Geoscience and
Remote Sensing Magazine, vol. 9, no. 2, pp. 29-51, June 2021, doi:
10.1109/MGRS.2021.3070956.
• Y. Zhao, Q. Song, X. Wang, Y. Zhang and G. Jin, "De-speckling Convolutional
Neural Network and Classification Method for SAR Images," 2020 12th
International Conference on Advanced Computational Intelligence (ICACI),
2020, pp. 194-198, doi: 10.1109/ICACI49185.2020.9177503.
• F. Lattari, B. Gonzalez-Leon et al., 9, 11(3), 1532, “Deep Learning for SAR
Image Despeckling,” Remote Sensing, 2019, doi: 10.3390/rs11131532
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CNN based despeckling

Improves from Deep Learning Methods are pretty
incremental!

(From, F. Lattari, G. Leon et al., “Deep Learning for SAR Image Despeckling,” Remote Sensing, vol.
11 (13), 1532, 2019.
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Need for Assesment of Despeckling Filters
• State-of the art despeckling filters are excellent and hard to overcome
• There is not an officially accepted protocol for filter performances
comparison

• Although this is well-known, in each paper….the proposed filter is
always “the best in history”!

• This situation may be an excellent scenario for researchers but
not for Reviewers or Editors…
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From a real case (reviewer’s reports)
One Reviewer:
This paper proposes a new speckle noise reducing method for…
The performance of the proposed method is displayed by comparing with Frost
filter, Sigma filter, and Boxcar filter. These filters are widely used in SAR speckle
filtering, but they are too old and too simple…..The current demonstration of the
proposed method cannot convince me.

Other reviewer:
It is interesting to that Lee-sigma filter performs no better than Boxcar filter on
all the assessment parameters MSE, ENL, EEI, and time efficiency. I suggest the
authors check their algorithm and data because this result is incompatible to
the conclusion drawn by J.-S Lee…
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Strongly recommended: use “accepted” filter implementations
PolSAR Pro (freely available from ESA) includes several competitive
despeckling filters

Do not hesitate to asking directly to authors!
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What is a “nice” evaluation of a despeckling filter?
• It must be as much as objective as possible, although visual
analysis must be also accounted.
• Lee proposed a first protocol for filter evaluation (Lee, J.S et al,
“Speckle Filtering of synthetic apertura radar images: a review,”
Remote Sensing Reviews, 8, 313-340, 1994):
• use synthetic data: evaluate it visually and numerically
• use real data: evaluate it (them) visually and numerically
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E. Moschetti, M. G. Palacio, M. Picco, O. H. Bustos and A. C. Frery, (“On the use of Lee’s protocol
for speckle-reducing techniques,” Latin American Research, 36:115-121 (2006))

proposed to enhance the original Lee’s protocol by including
Monte Carlo analysis for a more robust validation

• Therefore, for synthetic data evaluation:
• Perform a fully Monte Carlo analysis on synthetic data “close” to SAR reality:
Homogeneous áreas, High-low contrast areas
Bright scatterers of different sizes and orientations
Edges in several orientation/shapes

• Choose worst case (L = 1, L = 10…..)

Monte Carlo

• Compare results with state-of the art filters: better if the codes are from original
authors (in many cases this is possible)!
• Allow reproducibility (reproducibility research)
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• Use synthetic data widely accepted (there are benchmarks freely available)
Lee’s protocol (1)

SAR Phantom

Simulated Image

Phantom Corners (1)

SAR Phantom

Simulated Image

(2)
(1): Benchmark from: L. Gomez L. Alvarez, R. Pinheiro, A. C. Frery, “A Benchmark for despeckling filters,” in Proc.
EUSAR 2016, Hamburgo (Germany), 2016
(2): Benchmark from: G. Di Martino, M. Poderico et al., “Benchmarking framework for SAR despeckling,” IEEE Trans.
Image Process., vol. 52, no. 3, pp. 1596-1615, 2014
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But….Lena resists…
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Other approaches….
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Evaluation on real data:
• There are no problems with this issue (usually) but…
• use real SAR data and not data from cut&paste images (.bmp,
.jpg….): despeckling filters are intended to operate on SAR data
(matrices, complex data….)
• Use at least 2 images showing different and interesting
scenarios
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• Numerical evaluation
Strongly recommended the paper by F. Argenti, A. Lapini and L. Alparone,
“ A Tutorial on speckle reduction in synthetic sperture radar images,”
IEEE Geosc. And Remote Sensing Magazine, vol. 1(3), pp. 6-35, 2013.

There is a groundtruth to compare with?

Image-quality indices
Referenceless metrics*

Actual data (no groudtruth available)
Analysis residual images

natural images, BRISQUE (Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator) is a widely used
•metricFor(available
in Matlab).
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There is a groundtruth to compare with:
Strongly recommended the paper by F. Argenti, A. Lapini and L. Alparone,
“ A Tutorial on speckle reduction in synthetic sperture radar images,”
IEEE Geosc. And Remote Sensing Magazine, vol. 1(3), pp. 6-35, 2013.
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There is no groundtruth to compare with:

(From F. Argenti, A. Lapini and L. Alparone, “ A Tutorial on speckle reduction in synthetic sperture
radar images,” IEEE Geosc. And Remote Sensing Magazine, vol. 1(3), pp. 6-35, 2013)
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Residual image:
- For additive noise,
residual image = Noisy_Image - Filtered_Image

After an ideal filtering operation, the residual image must
contain just random simples (the total removed noise)
(From: A. Buades, Coll, Bartomeu and Morel, Jean-Michel. (2005). A non-local algorithm for image
denoising. Proceedings of the IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition. 2. 60- 65 vol. 2. 10.1109/CVPR.2005.38)
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Residual image:
- For multiplicative noise,
residual image = Noisy_Image / Filtered_Image
The SRAD filter

The E-Lee filter

The SRAD filter

The E-Lee filter

The PPB filter

The FANS filter

The PPB filter

The FANS filter

Filtered and ratio images

After an ideal filtering operation, the residual image must
contain just random simples (the total removed noise)

(From L. Gomez, R. Ospina and A. C. Frery, “Unassisted qualitative evaluation of despeckling filters”,
28
in Remote Sensing, 9(4), 389, 2017)

Residual image:
used in current Deep Learning Despeckling Filters

ID-CNN:
Image Despeckling Convolutional Neural Network
SAR-DRN: SAR dilated residual network
MONet:
Multi-Objective CNN

(From Sergio Vitale, PhD Dissertation, Deep Learning Based Methods for Remote Sensing Image
Enhancement, April 2021)
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First Chopin
picture (1846)

Second Chopin
picture (1849)

https://www.businessinsider.com/only-2-known-photos-of-chopin?IR=T

One of the first ever pictures of the moon
(Dr. J. W. Draper, 1840

The moon in High Resolution

https://thedayintech.wordpress.com/tag/french-photographer-louis-daguerre/

www.skyandtelescope.com
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Need for despeckling in a near-future time?

FUYO-1 SAR, April
21, 1992
Resolution: 18 m.

DAICHI PALSAR.
April 27, 2006
Resolution: 10 m.

DAICHI PALSAR-2.
June 19, 2014
Resolution: 3 m.

time
http://syntheticapertureradar.com/sar-resolution-comparison-images/
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(From, A. C. Frery, Li Wu, Luis Gomez , SAR Image Analysis: A Computational Statistics Approach
John Wiley & Sons, to appear in 2021)
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Speckle content

SAR/PolSAR Image

80’s: Lee Filter, Frost Filter...

Present & Future

Year
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Filtering (SAR) and Assessment remain
an active research area!
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